RoadMap

If you plan to do something major, either a new feature or revamp, please indicate it on the development page of the appropriate version, with your name. If you have a suggestion but don't have the time / skills, please add to the wishlist.

Release pages

- Tiki20
- Tiki19
- Tiki18
- Tiki17
- Tiki16
- Tiki15
- Tiki14
  - Tiki14 Blockers
  - Tiki14_workonprogress
  - Tiki14Upgrade
- Tiki13
  - tiki13Development
  - Tiki13ReleaseProcess
  - Tiki 13 Composer Dependencies
- Tiki12
  - Tiki12x Testing
  - Tiki 12 Composer Dependencies
  - CKEditor4 for Tiki 12
- Tiki11
  - WYSIWYG Tiki11
- Tiki10
  - Tiki10::meetings
- Tiki9
  - Backporting Tiki9 code into Tiki6
- Tiki8
- Tiki7
  - Tiki7 Dev upgrade notes
  - Shopping Cart Tiki7
- Tiki6
- Tiki5
  - Tiki5_geoff_test
  - Tiki51
- Tiki4
  - Tiki4 UI and theme issues
  - tiki4_company_profile_test
  - Tiki4_geoff_Blog_testing
  - Tiki4_geoff_tests
Major trends

- Increased use and melding with Zend Framework, Smarty jQuery and Bootstrap
  - Smarty 3.0 done in Tiki8
  - Smarty 3.1 done in Tiki9
- Increased use of new standards and technologies. Ex.: HTML5 and CSS3
- Modernizing of the code to take advantage of improvements to PHP and JavaScript
- Tighter integration with other apps of https://wikisuite.org/
- Every version, we try to clean stuff from Endangered Features

Previous releases

- All releases

Related

- Version lifecycle
- Major Features Missing In Tiki
- Use Cases
- Where to commit
- SWOT